Motivated by the commonly used faceted search interface in e-commerce, this paper investigates interactive relevance feedback mechanism based on faceted document metadata. In this mechanism, the system recommends a group of document facet-value pairs, and lets users select relevant ones to restrict the returned documents. We propose four facetvalue pair recommendation approaches and two retrieval models that incorporate user feedback on document facets. Evaluated based on user feedback collected through Amazon Mechanical Turk, our experimental results show that the Boolean filtering approach, which is widely used in faceted search in e-commerce, doesn't work well for text document retrieval, due to the incompleteness (low recall) of metadata assignment in semi-structured text documents. Instead, a soft model performs more effectively. The faceted feedback mechanism can also be combined with document-based relevance feedback and pseudo relevance feedback to further improve the retrieval performance.
INTRODUCTION
A personalized search or filtering system usually suffers from the "cold start" problem, where the system performs poorly when it has little training data about new users. Researchers have proposed some approaches trying to alleviate Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. SIGIR '10, July 19-23, 2010 , Geneva, Switzerland. Copyright 2010 ACM 978-1-60558-896-4/10/07 ...$10.00. this problem. One direction is to borrow information from other users [20, 24] . For example, the idea in [24] is to learn a prior of user interests based on the behaviors (training data) of all users, and learn the user profile for a new user based on both the prior and the training data from this user. Another direction is to develop user interaction mechanisms to collect more information from users [18] . In this paper, we focus on the second direction. We aim to study a new interactive user feedback mechanism that helps retrieval systems learn more about user information needs with limited user interactions.
Faceted search has gained great success in e-commerce domain over the past years, and most popular online retailers, such as Amazon and eBay, now provide faceted search interfaces. On faceted-search-enabled websites, buyers can narrow down the list of products by putting constraints on a group of merchandize facets, such as category, price, brand, size, etc. Well designed faceted search has been shown to be understood by the average user [11] . This motivates us to explore whether we can adapt the faceted search idea to the general purpose document retrieval. In each domain, documents have their own facets, which might be manually assigned or generated automatically. These facets are usually stored in the form of faceted document metadata. Each metadata field corresponds to a facet type, and the specific value assigned to a field for a particular document is a facet value.
Users might have preferences for certain document facets. For example, Chinese readers prefer reading news written in Chinese; some students enjoy learning by reading slides which are usually in the "ppt" format rather than reading long papers which are usually in the "pdf" format; researchers are usually interested in papers within their own subjects; movie viewers might have preferences on movie genres, directors, or casts; online buyers might have preferences on brands, colors, etc. In all these cases, users have clear ideas about some facets of their interested documents, and this information might help the system learn users' preferences and interests. Ideally, users would provide structured queries to describe their information needs more accurately. However, INEX experiments on structured documents retrieval and previous research on log analysis found that people do not use structure in their queries frequently, or use them incorrectly and thus do not improve search effectiveness if they are forced to do so [8] .
In this paper, we explore a simple interactive user feedback mechanism based on document facets, called faceted feedback. In this mechanism, instead of letting users pro-vide relevance feedback on documents or create structured queries actively, the system suggests faceted constraints (in the form of facet-value pairs) and users can choose interesting facet-value pairs to improve the returned documents.
We study two major problems of designing a faceted feedback based retrieval system. First, how to recommend facetvalue pairs to users. In e-commerce domain, the candidates of facets and possible values for products are usually manually designed. To make it applicable in general purpose document retrieval, automatic facet recommendation is needed. In this paper, we investigate four approaches to recommending good facet-value pairs. Secondly, we study how to use user faceted feedback in retrieval. Existing e-commerce websites often use a Boolean filtering strategy while retrieving products. However, this may not be a good approach for all domains, since the document metadata is usually imperfect, and the rigid Boolean model may miss relevant documents and hurts the system recall. Thus we also propose a soft retrieval model. In this model, a document that meets a users elected faceted constraint gets a certain number of credits.
The proposed faceted feedback mechanism may have the following advantages. First, the suggested facet-value pairs are usually short and easy to understand. Compared with document-based feedback, this may reduce the cognitive overload of the user and thus is more likely to be adopted by the average user. Users can quickly select multiple facet-value pairs in a short time, so the system might get more user feedback. Second, it may help a user better understand the corpus, how the engine works, and train users in how to form better queries.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we talk about the related work. Section 3 is the focus of this paper, and describes the faceted feedback mechanism. We propose four facet-value pair recommendation methods and two retrieval models in this section. In section 4, we describe the methodology of our experiments. Section 5 gives the experimental results and the corresponding analysis. Section 6 concludes this paper.
RELATED WORK
Many existing search engines equate user information needs with a keyword query, assuming that a user knows what words to use to best describe his or her information need. However, a user's information need is characterized by complex user criteria that are not included in a simple keyword query. Relevance feedback is a commonly used query refinement technique that can be traced back to 1960s. The basic idea is to rely on user interactions to better capture the user information need. Document-based relevance feedback is one of the most widely used explicit feedback mechanisms. In this scenario, users are asked to provide feedback on the relevance of delivered documents. Many approaches have been proposed to incorporate document relevance feedback into retrieval. For example, Rocchio proposed to combine the original query vector with the center of relevant documents and the center of non-relevant documents [18] . Zhai et al. proposed to estimate a feedback topic model based on user feedback using Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) in the language modeling approach [23] . Zhang et al. proposed to use the Bayesian logistic regression model combined with Rocchio algorithm [24] . Also, several approaches have been proposed to actively select good documents for users to provide relevance feedback. The simplest way is to choose the top ranked documents since they are most probably relevant. Others also tried other approaches, such as to choose documents with presumably good qualities (e.g., Wikipedia articles), or to choose a diversified set of documents based on document clustering or active learning [19] .
A special type of document-based relevance feedback is pseudo relevance feedback. In this case, the top ranked documents are assumed to be relevant and used to modify the query based on the document feedback algorithms described above. Though the assumption is not true, pseudo relevance feedback has been proven effective in improving retrieval performances for short queries [12] . Kelly et al. found that pseudo-relevance feedback performs better for recall-oriented measures [13] .
Term-based relevance feedback is to let users select relevant terms from a group of candidates suggested by query expansion techniques. However, research on term-based feedback have mixed results: some found it effectively improves retrieval performance [10, 22] , while others found no obvious improvement [4] .
Raghavan et al. proposed to use feedback on both instances and features and proposed a unified framework that can be used to combine document-based relevance feedback and feature-based relevance feedback [15] .
Our work is motivated by early work in relevance feedback, and differs by focusing on retrieving semi-structured documents with faceted metadata. Anick et al. proposed to extract faceted terminologies automatically from the document text and let users provide relevance feedback on these faceted terminologies [5] . However, the facets in this paper refer to faceted terminologies, usually noun phrases. [9] proposed to get user feedback about controlled indexing vocabulary and got promising results on OHSUMED data set. However, existing research didn't provide detailed description about the algorithms or any quantitative evaluation with real users.
FACETED FEEDBACK
Unlike document-based relevance feedback mechanism which asks users to give feedback on the relevance of documents, faceted feedback allows users to give feedback on document metadata fields. In this paper, each metadata field is called a facet, and a facet (f ) with a specific value (v) is called a facet-value pair (f : v). Each facet-value pair represents a faceted constraint on returned documents, E.g., language:Chinese, format:ppt, subject:IR, genre:comedy.
Facet-value pair recommendation
To avoid overwhelming users with many facet-value pair candidates, the system needs to recommend a small number of facet-value pairs that are most probably interesting to a user. A good recommendation approach is crucial in the faceted feedback mechanism. Intuitively, the recommended facet-value pairs should be good in two respects: 1) they have a high probability of being relevant and thus chosen by the user; 2) they maximize the learning benefits if known to be relevant. Based on the first respect, we propose four facet-value pair recommendation methods. We will investigate the second respect in our future work.
Top Document Frequency (TDF)
The first approach is to select the most frequent facetvalue pairs occurring in the top N ranked documents returned by a baseline retrieval algorithm using the initial query. We calculate the frequency of each facet-value pair in the top N documents, which is called "Top N Document Frequency" (TDF). The top K most frequent facet-value pairs are chosen as candidates to present to the user. The underlying assumption is that the more frequently a facet-value pair appears in the top ranked documents, the more likely the user will like it.
TDF-IDF
In the term-based feedback literature, researchers have concerns about using the most frequent terms from the top ranked documents, because a lot of common noisy terms are likely to be selected [23] . To avoid similar problems in faceted feedback, we consider another feature of facet-value pairs: the Inverse Document Frequency (IDF), which has a similar definition to the IDF of terms. When scoring a facet-value pair, we use the product of its top N document frequency (TDF) and IDF:
where f : v is a facet-value pair, q is the initial query, and tdf (f : v, q, N ) is the top N document frequency of f : v for query q.
The motivation of using IDF is twofold: 1) a facet-value pair that appears rarely in the whole corpus while frequently in top ranked documents has a high probability to be relevant; 2) the retrieval system gets more benefits by knowing a rare facet-value pair covering a small number of documents being relevant than a frequent one.
Query Likelihood (QL)
Our third method is based on the language modeling approach. The query likelihood given each facet-value pair P (q|f : v) is estimated. The facet-value pairs with the largest query likelihoods are chosen as the candidates.
where c(wj, q) is the frequency of wj in the query q, and
This is a "translation" model motivated by Berger et al. [6] . C is the whole corpus, P (wj|d) is the language model of document d, and P (d|f : v) is assumed to be uniform over all documents that contain f : v.
TDF-QL
TDF and QL capture the relationships between the user query and a facet-value pair from different aspects and may complement each other. We combine these two features to score a facet-value pair as follows:
where N S l ( * ) is to normalize the features. We use linear normalization here:
where S is the set of scores of all considered facet-value pairs.
Incorporate faceted feedback into retrieval
We present two retrieval models to incorporate user faceted feedback in this section. Pu denotes the set of facet-value pairs chosen by the user.
Boolean Model
The Boolean model filters documents with user faceted feedback. We can use the AND operation to require the retrieved documents contain all of the user-selected facet-value pairs. In practice, the AND operation might be too strict. One alternative is to use the OR operation to allow any document that contains at least one user-selected facet-value pair to pass. Another alternative is to use AND across different facets and OR within each facet. The Boolean model itself returns a document set instead of a ranked list. We can use any ranking methods, such as TFIDF, BM25 [21] , etc., to rank the passed documents. We score documents by the Boolean model as follows:
facet-value pair f : v ∈ Pu −∞ otherwise (6) where sm(d) is the score of document d computed using a baseline ranking method m.
Soft Model
Despite the fact that the Boolean model is commonly used in the e-commerce domain, it may not work well for semistructured text document retrieval. The Boolean model is based on two assumptions: 1) users are very clear about what they are looking for, and thus are able to select perfect facet-value pairs to restrict the returned documents; 2) document facets are accurate and complete so that no potentially relevant document is filtered out in retrieval due to meta data errors. These two assumptions may not hold in text document retrieval.
In a specific domain, some facets might be more informative than others. For example, for news articles, the information of time, locations, persons, and topics may be more important than publishers; for research papers, the subjects and keywords may be more informative than the file formats; For movies, the genres, casts and directors may be more informative than producers.
Based on the above motivations, we propose a soft retrieval model. In this model, we learn a weight for each type of facet, which is expected to reflect the quality of the facet. Here the quality may include user acquaintance, metadata accuracy, facet importance, etc. The soft model scores a document as follows:
α f is the weight of facet f and is learned automatically. sm(d) is the original score of document d. N Ss( * ) is the standard normalization that converts the original document scores into a distribution with mean 0 and variance 1. The distributions of original document scores (sm(d)) across different queries and using different baseline retrieval models might be significantly different. We found the difference would badly hurt the retrieval performance in our experiment. So we chose to normalize the original document scores first. As defined in Equation 5 , N S l ( * ) is the linear normalization of the score part of a facet f .
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

Datasets
To evaluate the proposed faceted feedback mechanism, we use two TREC filtering track datasets: the medical article collection OHSUMED and the news story collection RCV1 [14] . We choose these two corpora because they contain metadata, user queries/profiles, and relevance judgments.
OSHUMED dataset contains 348,566 medical articles selected from a subset of 270 medical journals covering years from 1987 to 1991. This dataset was used in the TREC 2000 filtering track [16] , and we use the topics of this track to simulate user information needs in our experiment. The metadata field MeSH (Medical Subject Headline) is used as a document facet.
RCV1(Reuters Corpus Volume 1) dataset contains about 810,000 Reuters news stories published from 1996-08-20 to 1997-08-19. There are three types of codes assigned to documents in this collection: topic, geographical region, and industry. These codes are generated with a process involved a combination of auto-categorization, manual editing, and manual correction. We use the three codes as document facets. RCV1 was used in the TREC 2002 filtering track [17] , and the first 50 topics of this track are used to simulate user information needs in our experiment 1 .
Evaluation Based on Mechanical Turk
We use the Mechanical Turk [1] to collect user faceted feedback. Mechanical Turk is an online marketplace for work, where requesters can publish some tasks that require human intelligence, and workers can choose to work on the tasks to get paid. Comparing TREC assessors with Mechanical Turk workers, prior research shows Mechancial Turk workers are a good source for IR evaluation [3] . In our experiments, we ask workers to act as a real user to provide faceted feedback. For each query 2 , we design a question, in which the TREC topic statement (including the title and description) and a group of recommended facet-value pairs are shown (See figure 1) . Mechanical Turk workers are asked to select good facet-value pairs to restrict the search results according to their understanding of the query. The topic statement helps them act as if they are the real search engine users with the information need. By configuring the Human Intelligence Task (HIT) properties, we make sure there are three workers work on each query to give faceted feedback. Note that those workers are all random workers on Mechanical Turk who happen to see our task and choose 1 The prior research shows that the other topics do not match real user information needs well. 2 Each query corresponds to a TREC topic. to work on it. We also design some questions about their knowledge background related to the query topics in order to help us understand if there is a strong correlation between user knowledge levels and feedback quality.
Experimental settings
Our experiment is designed to answer the following questions:
• Is faceted feedback mechanism effective in improving retrieval performance?
• How does faceted feedback compare to other feedback mechanisms?
• Can faceted feedback be used together with other feedback mechanisms?
• Which facet-value pair recommendation methods are better?
To answer the first question, we compare the retrieval performance of faceted feedback to the baseline method BM25 without user feedback. In the baseline retrieval, only the title parts of TREC topics are used in order to simulate the short queries in real scenarios. To answer the second question, we compare faceted feedback with pseudo relevance feedback (PRF) and real document relevance feedback (RRF). We use the relevance judgments provided by TREC as simulated user feedback for RRF. To answer the third question, we use PRF and RRF respectively to calculate the original document scores (sm(d) in equation 6 and 7). The final retrieval performances will tell us whether faceted feedback complements existing feedback mechanisms and can be combined with them to further improve the retrieval performance. To answer the fourth question, we compare the retrieval performances of different faceted-value pair recommendation methods. Standard IR evaluation measures Mean Average Precision (MAP), Precision@N (P@N) and Recall@N (R@N) are used to evaluate the retrieval performances.
In our initial experiment, we found different users might choose different facet-value pairs given the same query and the same candidate set, which will lead to different retrieval performances. To avoid the influence of user difference, one possibility is to have the same user work on each of the candidate sets to be compared. However, a user's choice is influenced by his/her past experience and thus the order of how the candidate sets are presented will influence the results. To alleviate this problem, we combine the candidate sets recommended by four methods and present the large set to the user for feedback. When calculating the retrieval performance of a specific recommendation method, we only use the user-selected facet-value pairs that are included in the candidate set recommended by this method.
We set the number of facet-value pairs each recommendation method recommends (K) to 10, the number of top ranked documents used in the recommendation of facetvalue pairs (N in equation 1) to 100, and the weight of query likelihood (λ in equation 4) to 0.5. Table 1 shows the retrieval performances of the baseline (BM25), using faceted feedback (FF) from individual user (User1, 2 and 3 for OHSUMED dataset, User4, 5 and 6 for RCV1 dataset), and the average over three users (FF(Average)). P@10 is the precision of top 10 documents. All the performances reported here are obtained using the soft retrieval model 3 . The average MAP and P@10 of using faceted feedback on OHSUMED dataset are improved by 32.4% and 43.9% over the baseline (BM25) respectively. The average MAP and P@10 on RCV1 dataset are improved by 11.1% and 8.8% respectively. According to these results, we conclude that faceted feedback is effective in improving retrieval performance. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Overall performances of faceted feedback
User disagreement on faceted feedback
Given the same query and the same group of facet-value pair candidates, users may select different facet-value pairs, which lead to different retrieval performances. In Table 1 , the performance using feedback from User1 and User6 (in bold) are better than other users. Table 2 gives two query examples for which users' faceted feedback are different from each other. Further analysis shows that there are very few queries that users gave exactly the same feedback. This is common in IR evaluation, as well trained TREC assessors 3 The Boolean model will be discussed in a later section usually have disagreements about document relevance judgments. This is also consistent with our anticipation: users' feedback may be different due to their different backgrounds and different understandings about the same information need. For example, users majoring in medicine are very likely to give more accurate feedback than the average user, which will result in better performance on the OHSUMED dataset. However, this does not mean faceted feedback is only useful for smart or expert users. Table 1 shows that three users' feedback are all useful in improving retrieval performances. Table 3 and 4 compare the performances of the Boolean models and the soft model. R@1000 is the recall of top 1000 documents. In Table 4 , "Boolean (A+O)" means to use AND across facets and OR within each facet (Table 3 doesn't have this since only one facet is used on the OHSUMED dataset). The Boolean model with AND operation works poorly on both datasets. It results in much lower Recall@1000 than other retrieval models. The Boolean OR operation works better than the baseline method on OHSUMED dataset and a little worse on RCV1 dataset. The Boolean A+O works better than Boolean AND while still worse than Boolean OR. This reveals that when we loosen the Boolean restriction, we are actually getting improved retrieval performances. In contrast to the general practice of using Boolean approach in faceted search, the Boolean model in our experiments doesn't work well for text document retrieval. We did some further analysis and figured out two reasons for that. First, document metadata assignments are not perfect. Many documents are not assigned with metadata that they should have (we call this case incompleteness of metadata assignment). Secondly, some users select ambiguous or inappropriate facet-value pairs, probably because they are not familiar with the current topic. When using the Boolean model, many potentially relevant documents are filtered out due to either incompleteness of metadata assignment or users' inappropriate feedback, and thus the system recall is hurt seriously. Soft model works well since it uses user feedback as preferences instead of rigid requirements. We proposed to use the parameter α f to capture the quality of a facet previously. The motivation is that the values of some facets are easy to determine by either human beings or algorithms, while for some other facets this might be hard. For example, the facet "Region" might be easier for human, while "topic" might be harder. Someone may think a news article talking about "resident health" should be categorized into the topic "Government/Social" while some others may not think so. We found that the feedback on the "Topic" facet are different across three users, and feedback on the "Region" facet are more consistent across the users. Besides, for easier facets, the metadata assignment tends to be accurate and complete, and thus trustable. While for harder facets, the metadata assignment might be inaccurate and incomplete, and thus less trustable. These observations further justified our motivation for introducing parameter α f .
Boolean model v.s. Soft model
The proposed soft model requires training data to learn α f for each facet, and we use the 3-fold cross validation in our experiment. The queries are randomly split into three equal-size sets. In each fold, two sets are used as training queries to learn the parameter (α f ), and the last set is used for testing. The average performances over three folds are reported in Table 3 and 4. Table 5 shows the α values learnt in each fold 4 . On RCV1 dataset, αRegion are consistently larger than αT opic and α Industry , which suggests that the "Region" facet is more trustable or easier for users than the other two facets.
It is worth mentioning that if a software such as those proposed by Herst et al. [11] is used to automatically generate facet values, we may prefer completeness/recall of metadata assignment instead of precision. Because metadata incompleteness hurts the system recall badly, while inappropriate facet value assignment hurts less, as the final ranking algorithm would rank a document low if it is non-relevant to the user information need. Figure 2 compares the retrieval performances corresponding to four facet-value pair recommendation methods: TDF (Top N Document Frequency), TDFIDF (Combine TDF with IDF), QL (Query Likelihood), and TDFQL (Combine QL with TDF). The horizontal axis shows the number of facet-value pair candidates used, and the vertical axis shows the corresponding MAP. The performances shown in the figures are the average across three users. TDFIDF and TD-FQL methods perform better than the other two methods on OHSUMED dataset. This is consistent with our expectation, since both methods combine two features of facet-value pairs.
Comparison of different facet-value pair recommendation approaches
Interestingly, on RCV1 dataset, TDFIDF and TDFQL perform worse than TDF. Further analysis shows that the facet-value pair "Region:USA" benefits retrieval performance a lot for several queries. Unfortunately, both TDFIDF and TDFQL rank it out of the top 10 since it appears frequently in the whole corpus, so users have no chance to see this candidate. One possible solution is to use facet weights (α f ) as an extra feature in our facet-value pair recommendation methods. The motivation is that those facets more trustable for retrieval (with bigger α f , such as the facet "Region" over the other two facets) should be boosted in recommendation. This is consistent with the second criterion of good facetvalue pairs we mentioned in section 3.1. We will evaluate this idea in our future work.
Comparison with other types of feedback
The retrieval performances of faceted feedback (FF), Pseudo Relevance Feedback (PRF) and Real document-based Relevance Feedback (RRF) are compared and shown in Table 6 . The performances of combining PRF with FF (PRF@5+FF) and combing RRF with FF(RRF@5+FF) are also reported. The performance of FF is the average over three users. The top 5 ranked documents in BM25 are used for pseudo relevance feedback (PRF@5). The relevance judgments of top 5 are used in the BM25 relevance feedback algorithm as implemented in Lemur [2] (RRF@5). Table 6 shows that FF performs better than PRF, and closely to RRF on OHSUMED dataset; FF performs worse than PRF and RRF on RCV1 dataset, and 10% better than BM25.
Though FF might perform worse than RRF, FF is still very promising because of three major reasons. First, a retrieval system may get more faceted feedback than document feedback, as faceted search is commonly accepted by the average Internet user and faceted feedback seems very easy for a user to understand. Second, RRF and PRF often help little for hard queries when no relevant documents are retrieved in the top positions, while faceted feedback might help boost relevant documents in these cases. A major scenario where search engine fails is that an engine only focuses on one aspect of a query and ignores some other important aspects [7] . Faceted feedback provides the mechanism for users to put constraints on the important aspects to avoid this problem. Actually, in our experiment, we find there are a number of queries for which FF helps a lot when PRF and RRF help little or even hurt. These queries are mostly hard queries with poor initial retrieval performances. Take the query "Nuclear plants U.S." as an example, almost all the initially returned top documents in baseline ranking are about nuclear plants outside U.S., thus PRF and RRF hurt. FF helps since all users are able to identify the faceted restriction "Region:USA", which boosts those documents talking about events happening in U.S.. Third, different types of feedback are not exclusive and they could complement each other. We can easily combine FF with PRF or RRF and obtain better retrieval performances. This can be done by using PRF or RRF as the baseline method to calculate the original document scores (sm(d) in equation 6 and 7). Table 6 shows that the combininations of FF with PRF or RRF improve the performances further.
CONCLUSIONS
We researched the user feedback mechanism based on faceted document metadata. The results on a medical dataset and a news dataset show that faceted feedback is useful, though different users may give different feedback for the same query. Directly using the Boolean model, which is commonly used in e-commerce, is inappropriate for metadata-based general purpose document retrieval, since the document metadata assignment is usually incomplete. The proposed soft model is shown consistently more effective on both datasets, as it automatically learns a weight for each facet, which captures the facet quality. The proposed facet-value pair recommendation methods are generally effective and can be improved in the future. Faceted feedback could be combined with pseudo relevance feedback and document relevance feedback. We tried one simple combining method and found better retrieval performance.
In the future, more research is needed to explore different facet-value pair recommendation algorithms, for example, incorporating facet weights (α f ), considering the interaction among facet-value pairs and how user choices are affected by context. We also want to explore different ways to combine various feedback mechanisms.
